Chalcone synthase-like genes active during corolla development are differentially expressed and encode enzymes with different catalytic properties in Gerbera hybrida (Asteraceae).
Recent studies on chalcone synthase (CHS) and the related stilbene synthase (STS) suggest that the structure of chs-like genes in plants has evolved into different forms, whose members have both different regulation and capacity to code for different but related enzymatic activities. We have studied the diversity of chs-like genes by analysing the structure, expression patterns and catalytic properties of the corresponding enzymes of three genes that are active during corolla development in Gerbera hybrida. The expression patterns demonstrate that chs-like genes are representatives of three distinct genetic programmes that are active during organ differentiation in gerbera. Gchs1 and gchs3 code for typical CHS enzymes, and their gene expression pattern temporally correlates with flavonol (gchs1, gchs3) and anthocyanin (gchs1) synthesis during corolla development. Gchs2 is different. The expression pattern does not correlate with the pigmentation pattern, the amino acid sequence deviates considerably from the consensus of typical CHSs, and the catalytic properties are different. The data indicate that it represents a new member in the large superfamily of chs and chs-related genes.